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Summary
The problems connected with legalizing illegally occupied and built ground by
the lowest income groups are examined. The lowest income groups are unable to buy
the land they occupy. Faced with taxes on legalized or purchased plots, they will have
to leave them and invade new terrains. This poses a series of open-ended questions.
Legalizing self-built constructions that do not comply with minimal standards implies
the acceptance of different minima for different social groups. Yet, not to do so raises
furthers questions about inequality. Despite a privatizing 'fashion", the State's intervention through public policies on the land and housing market is seen as the only
possible way to improve the situation.

Resume
Les problkmes lies B la 1Cgalisation de l'occupation, par certains groupes h bas
revenus, de terrains bitis dans 1'illkgalitC sont examines. Les groupes disposant des
revenus les plus bas ne peuvent pas acheter les terrains qu'ils occupent. Au moment oh
ils devraient payer des impbts sur des terrains acquis de manikre ICgale ou ICgalisCs
aprks-coup, ils se voient contraints de partir et d'occuper d'autres terrains. Ceci pose
une sCrie de questions auxquelles on ne peut trouver rCponse dkfinitive. La ICgalisation
des constructions qui ne correspondent pas aux standards minima implique que different~minima soient dCfinis pour des groupes differents. Et pourtant, sans ICgalisation
d'autres questions d'inCgalitC sont soulevCes. L'auteur de l'article considkre qu'en dkpit
d'une 'mode' favorisant la privatisation, seule une intervention de 1'Etat sur le march6
immobilier sera en mesure d'apporter une amklioration de la situation.
1.

Introduction

The last decade of the 20th century starts with a crisis of unknown scope in terms
of economic and social issues, dramatically evident in Latin American cities. There is
a global lack of resources at the national, provincial and municipal level. The distribution of already scarce resources does not respond to the needs of the poorest population. The crisis of urban employment - low wages, unemployment, under-employment, insecurity - worsens the conditions of urban life for large sectors in the society:
no access to land, to housing or even to basic facilities violate life itself for urban
dwellers.
Three issues were mentioned in the title of the present paper: self-construction,
land and public policies. They are of different orders since they refer to ways of pro-
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duction, to support for the development of human activities and to administration
policies. We might ask whether they are essential issues in improving living standards for the poorest population in the Latin American cities. Many papers have been
written, based on empirical studies and on conceptual analyses. Proposals have been
made and they have occasionally been implemented by governments. Some authors
heartily defend self-construction, while others see it as one more form of exploitation
of the lower income classes.
This paper will focus on a few elements which are issues when adopting proposals on public policies, involving the question of land and housing.

2.

A brief historical note

In Latin America, the governments, in general, have not supported programmes
of self-construction. These have been undertaken by non-governmental organizations,
by simple neighbourhood associations and even by isolated families. Some rare projects have been supported by international aid.
Urban land has rarely been the object of public policies. On the one hand, private owners or enterprises active in the land market have defined - with minimum
regulations from the State - the subdivision of land. On the other hand, lower income
groups who have decided to invade private or public lands, in a spontaneous or organized way, delimit plots according to their own rules. These will depend on the type
of land which is occupied, on the way in which it is occupied (individually or collectively) and on cultural characteristics.
The State, when furthering policies for regularization or implementing a legislation on land subdivision for the poorest sectors, uses criteria that are different from
those applied to other population sectors. Thus, in some countries, plots of 30 square
meters have been legalized.
But even in these cases there might be complications. For instance, the traditional policies of regularization through purchase of land might become inapplicable
due to the impossibility for beneficiaries to pay.
By the end of the '8Os, it has become evident that several States act just in response to the most urgent requirements of populations rather than by furthering new
policies in order to solve the habitat problem of the poorest people. Obviously, there
are examples to the contrary, but these are isolated and depend on specific political objectives of regional governments.

3.

Towards a Proposal of Policies for Urban Land and City
Construction in the Context of Social Change

In order to elaborate proposals, it is necessary to have an idea about the type of
urban habitat which it is possible to build for the lower income population. Thus it is
important to define minimum quality standards: surface, plans, facilities, construction
materials. It is also necessary to decide between the construction of a transient or a
definitive habitat. Experience in Latin America indicates that some transient projects
implemented more that thirty years ago are still lived in, and that, in such cases, a
definitive habitat is impossible to accomplish. What is acceptable for a transition is
not intended to be so for a more definitive stage.
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The issue of minimum standards and transitoriness is complex. For instance, are
minima defined according to middle-income classes and in agreement with their ideology and standard of life? Yet, in many Latin American countries, there are minima
regulations for the lower income sectors. Is it that poor people need less surface for
living, or is it that, for them, these are supposedly not inconvenient?
These questions lead us to examine some of the criteria.
3.1. The definition of urban land

Urban land is defined by the following criteria:
quality characteristics: surface, topography, resistance, location, quality of
underground water
- characteristics related to ownership: individual or collective ownership,
rent, cession, donation;
- as related to the above, mechanisms of purchase-sales, contracts, credit,
guarantees;
- legal situation of people occupying that land.
-

3.2. Public policies of land tenure: legalization and new urban lands
The State defines land policies according to the laws of each country, as found in
the Constitution and the civil codes. The definition of property is essential for policies on land.
In order to further the solution of problems, new policies must envisage questions which traditionally have not been considered. This poses a series of problems
with respect to the State's definition of its policies, to the ideologies these are they
based on, to the concepts that are underlying them and to the limits for implementation of new policies:
1. Is illegality accepted, and for whom? What answers are there in our unequal societies for different types of illegalities: in land, housing, facilities, employment and working standards? How does the State conceive
illegality? What does illegality represent for different social sectors?
What does it imply for everyday life?
2. In our unequal societies from the point of view of wealth distribution,
which are the economic conditionings for applying legal equality to the
citizens, as contemplated in the legal frameworks, with respect to illegality of urban land?
3. What are the social, political and economic costs of legalization? Under
this heading the following themes must be considered:
- legality may be used for eviction, but it may become a very 'costly'
measure for a society as a whole when applied to lower income sectors;
- the importance of clientelism;
- environmental problems of ecological nature may arise when occupied
areas are legalized;
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social problems do arise if an occupied area cannot be legalized as a
whole. This might be the case when some occupiers do not have the
economic means to buy their own areas or because of the too high
densities of the occupied areas, that require the relocation of some
families.
4. Is it legitimate - or ethical - that there is a different legislation according
to economic inequalities, as in some Latin American counmes?
5. What alternatives do we have for defining codes and standards in a context
of severe urban crises? Can we conceive of other ways in which to regulate the construction of cities?
6. What real possibilities are there to elaborate and implement new forms of
legalizing present situations of illegality?
If these questions are to be answered it is necessary, on the one hand, to have a
better knowledge of present situations in terms of the needs of the population and social actors who are defining social processes. On the other hand, a projection of future
needs in terms of urban land is required. Although we know that projections have very
limited validity, we must have a hypothesis of growth.
We would like to point out some considerations, which are essential for the definition of new policies. Through history, the land market has been a source of extraordinary benefits. Yet, in many Latin American countries today, land and housing markets are depressed and do not constitute an important investment opportunity with respect to other economic sectors. Given this situation, the powerfully concentrated
capital groups would be inclined to accept an interventionist policy of the State, in order to favour the lower income and labour sectors, provided there are other opportunities for capital investment. In fact, a solution of housing and land problems for the
poor should appease social unrest.
The economic meaning of land policies for the lower income sectors must also
be considered. The lowest income groups are unable to buy the land they occupy.
Certain legalizations have also served to 'clean' an area of the city and have later
been taken over by middle and high income sectors. Even if this has not been an explicit intention, the poorer population faced with taxes on legalized or purchased plots
will not be able to pay them. Thus, they will have to leave their plots and invade new
terrains.
Standards of production and use of the urban habitat must also be questioned.
What are the biological and physical minima acceptable for area, housing, conditions
and services? What is the quality and quantity of water necessary for the population's
health? How should residues be handled?
Present legal standards are functional to the capitalist system. Will it be necessary to wait until these patterns are modified in order to produce a change?
3.3. The logics in the articulation of self-construction and urban land

Self-construction is most used by lower income sectors (Clichevsky et al.,
1990). Entering the process implies great sacrifices on the part of the family. It is a
process of wear and tear as working hours are extended, not only to build the home,
but also to obtain resources for the payment of increasingly costly building materials.
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Therefore, if we want to improve the living standards of the urban population,
self-construction might not be the best solution. This point of view is not absolute.
For instance, it is possible that the State could define public policies for self-construction. For instance, the State might intervene on the market of building materials by
promoting a bank for them, or by subsidizing self-construction by families.
In this case, a similar situation occurs as with the question of land. But again,
the poorest population would have no access even to a state subsidized market for
building materials.

4.

A final remark

We believe that the solution of problematic standards of life for the poor in most
cities must be controlled by public policies, in spite of a privatizing 'fashion' which
has been tending to invade the production of the city. The State must intervene in the
land and housing markets and must define actions with regard to fiscal property. Thus,
it is necessary to pose objectives for change in order to implement redestribution policies and policies for greater productive development. All these are essential conditions
to make specific policies on land and housing really feasible.
In short, there are two central lines along which the solution of urban problems
have to be considered: the political perspective and the innovating, creative ways in
which specific elements in the production of cities must be treated.
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